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Abstract
In the linear perturbation theory of large scale structure formation, the peculiar veloc-
ity eld is directly proportional to gravitational force due to the matter distribution. The
relation between peculiar velocity eld and density contrast has been given by Peebles.
We have modied this familiar relation doing the calculation on the light cone in contrast
to the usual procedure of taking a space-like slice dened at a denite time. The result
diers from the familiar relation by a term which explains at least partly the discrepancy





Our ability to probe the large scale structure of the universe has recently been greatly ad-
vanced by analyses of distribution of the galaxies in the IRAS catalog(e.g.,Straus et. al 1992;
Fisher et. al 1995; Canavezes et. al 1998). On the other hand, peculiar velocities are mea-
sured for sample of distant galaxies Willick et. al (1996). Therefore, the relation between
the density contrast and the peculiar velocity can be tested observationally. The mass dis-
tribution derived from IRAS survey diers, however, from that calculated from the peculiar
velocitiy data (Bertschinger and Dekel 1989). This discrepancy could be due to
i. a serious systematic error in distance measurements using the Dn − σ and Tully-Fisher
(1977) relation,
ii. or to the fact that the actual distribution of matter is dirent from the distribution of
galaxies, on a much more complicated manner.
One factor in this derivation which is usually ignored is the large cosmological distances of
the objects under consideration and large extent of the these objets. In this case it may
not be allowed to do the derivation on a space-like slice of the space time at a denit time.
In fact, the observations are always done along the past light cone of the observer, and the
gravitational action of the galaxies on each other leading to peculiar velocities are also acting
on the light cone and not instantaneously. Normally such eects are not considered because
of its smallness. In this paper we will take such relativistic eects into account, derive the
relativistic v − δ relation, and show that it may leads to observable eects.
2 LARGE SCALE VELOCITY FIELD
Given a galaxy cluster, in the linear regime assuming fluid approximation for the cluster, the













jr′ − rj3 , (1)
where H0 is the Hubble constant, δ(r) the density contrast, b the biasing factor dened by
δgalaxy = bδ(x), and f(Ω) = d lnDd ln a with D(t) the time-dependent factor of the density contrast
function. This equation can also be written in the form





f(Ω) = Ω0.6. (3)
It has been shown by (Lahav 1991) that the eect of  is negligible. We therefore ignore the
{dependence of f(Ω,) in the above relation. In the non-linear regime, the above relations




[1− (1 + δ)2/3], (4)
where δv = bH0r  v(x). Given data on peculiar velocities, one can calculate from (2) the
density contrast and compare it to the observational data. Analyses of distribution of galaxies
in IRAS catalogue give us the distribution function of matter or the density contrast(Stauss.
et.al 1992; Yahil 1988). On the other hand, data on peculiar velocity from IRAS are processed
and, using the above relations, the density contrast is calculated(Bertschinger and Dekel
1989). The result do not match with the observational data (Alan Dressler 1991).
This discrepancy can be partially explained if one make the derivation along the light cone,
exactly as the observation is done. Therefore, either the data or the derivation has to be
translated in the right way such that the comparison makes sense. We proceed in the next
section with the light cone derivation of the density contrast.
3 LIGHT CONE DERIVATION OF THE PECULIAR VE-
LOCITY
Assume a cluster of galaxies at a large distance from us. Call its galaxies G1, G2, ...Gn. Take
two galaxies G1 and G2 (Fig. 1). For the purpose of calculating the density contrast from
peculiar velocity we need the gravitational action of, e.g., G2 on G1. The world lines of G1
and G2 cross our past light-cone at P and Q respectively. These are the two events that
dene our observation of the two galaxies. But the action of G2 on G1 is dened through
another event: the crossing of the past light-cone of P and the world-line of G2. We call this
event R (Fig.1). Times corresponding to each of the events P ,Q ,R are characterized by the
corresponding subscripts. The observer is located at the point O with t = t0. Now, we have
to calculate the relation between vpec and δ(x) using observed data on P and Q .
We rst notice the following relations between time and space coordinates of the events P
3
and Q :








Let G1 be the reference galaxy. The action of any other galaxy, like G2, on G1 is along the
past light-cone of events on the world line of G1. It is easily seen that the time G2 acts on
G1 is given by
tR = t0 − tP − j−!rR −−!rP j /c, (7)
where rR is dened as the space coordinate of the event R. Within the approximation we are
interested in, one can replace rR by rQ = rR. Therefore the above relation can be written as
tR = t0 − j−!rP j /c− j−!rQ −−!rP j /c. (8)
To implement the light cone eect in the equation (1) we rst write the continuity and poisson
eqaution at the point P :
∂δ
∂t
+r  v = 0 (9)
r  g = −4piGρδ, (10)
where v is the peculiar velocity generated by density contrast. Combining the above equa-
tions, and using the fact that in the linear regime δ / a, we obtain:
r  v(rP ) = H(tP )f(Ω)4piGρ(tP ) r  g(rP ). (11)
We ommit r from both sides and substitute for g its value from Newtonian denition except
taking into account the nite velocity of light, i.e. points aecting the event P are on the
past light cone of it, like R. We therefore obtain
−!v (rP , tP ) = H(tP )f(Ω)4piGbρ(tP )
Z
d3rRGρ(tR)δ(rR, tR)
( ~rR − ~rP )
j ~rR − ~rP j3
. (12)
Using the relations for a matter dominated cosmological FRW-model, we expand H(tP ) in
terms of H0 and ρ(tR) in terms of ρ(tP ) respectively:





ρ(tR) = ρ(tP )(1 + 3





Now, let us assume the distance to the cluster to be of the order of L, and the extent of the
cluster of the order of l. Therefore, we have e.g. jrP j ’ L and jrP − rQj ’ l. Taking typical
values L = 150Mpc and l = 10Mpc and dH = cH−1 = 3000Mpc, we see that ldH is of the
same order as ( LdH )
2. Therefore, terms peoportional to ldH can be ignored for such structures.
At supercluster scales we may have L ’ l ’ 150Mpc. Therefore for such structures we have
to keep all terms proportional to ldH and (
L
dH
), and terms proportional to ( LdH )
2 can now be
ignored. To be as general as possible, we make the calculations keeping terms proportional
to ldH and (
L
dH
). Substituting the above expansions in the equation (12), we obtain
−!v (xP , tP ) = H0f(Ω)4pib
Z
d3rRδ(rR, tR)
( ~rR − ~rP )








( ~rR − ~rP )








( ~rR − ~rP )
j ~rR − ~rP j2
, (15)
Now terms depending on the event R have to be replaced by those depending on the event
Q. Denoting the relative velocity of G2 with respect to us as ~V , we obtain
−!rR = −!rQ − ~V (tQ − tR), (16)
where
~V = H0−!r +−−!vpec −−!v0 . (17)
Here v0 is the peculiar velocity of our galaxy with respect to CMB, and vpec is the peculiar
velocity of G2. Now, we expand the density contrast δ(tR, ~rR) around (~rQ, tQ):
δ(tR, ~rR) = δ(tQ,−!rQ)− ∂δ(tQ,
−!rQ)
∂t
(tQ − tR) +rδ(tQ,−!rQ)  (−!rR −−!rQ) + ... (18)
For large scales we are using, the linear theory of structure formation is valid. We can
therefore assume that the density contrast is porportional to the scale factor a(t), see (Peebles









Substituting this relation in equation (18), we obtain
δ(tR, ~rR) = δ(tQ, ~rQ)− 23
δ(tQ, ~rQ)
tQ
(tQ − tR) +rδ  (~rR − ~rQ). (20)
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Taking the denitions in equation (6&8) we obtain nally
δ(tR, ~rR) = δ(tQ, ~rQ)− 2δ(tQ, ~rQ)3H0−1c
(jrP j+ jrP − rQj − jrQj)− rδ(tQ, rQ)  v
c
 (jrP j+ jrP − rQj − jrQj)− ~rQ  rδ(tQ, rQ)
cH−1
(jrP j+ jrP − rQj − jrQj). (21)
We still have the measure of the integral in equation(15), d3rR, to be written in the terms of




By substituting from equations (17, 6and8), ignoring higher order terms, the Jacobian is
obtained to be ∥∥∥∥∥∂rR∂rQ
∥∥∥∥∥ = 1− r  vc (jrP j+ jrP − rQj − jrQj) + ~v  ~kc
− 3H0
c









jrQ − xP j . (24)
Now, it can easily be seen that within the approximation we are considering, it is allowed
to replace divergence of the velocity by the density contrast from equation(2) to obtain the
nal result:
d3rR = (1 +
f(Ω)
bH−10 c









Replacing now all terms corresponding to the point R with those dened at the point Q, we







(~rQ − ~rP )d3rQ + ~G(rP ), (26)
where
~G(rP ) = ~F1(rP ) + ~F2(rP ) + ~F3(rP ) + ~F4(rP ) + ~F5(rP )









(−!rQ −−!rP )δ(tQ, rQ)d3rQ (28)






(~rQ − ~rP )







( ~rQ − ~rP )
j ~rQ − ~rP j2
d3rQ (30)







( ~rQ − ~xP )(jrP j+ jrQ − rP j − jrQj)d3rQ (31)





~rQ  rδ(tQ, rQ)
jrP − rQj3
( ~rQ − ~rP )(jrP j+ jrQ − rP j − jrQj)d3rQ (32)







(jrP j+ jrQ − rP j − jrQj) ~rQd3rQ (33)




(jrP j+ jrQ − rP j − jrQj) ~v(rQ)d3rQ (34)
~F8(rP ) = +
H0f(Ω)
4pibc
Z ~v(rQ)  ~k
jrP − rQj3
(~rQ − ~rP )δ(tQ, rQ)d3rQ (35)
~F9(rP ) = −H0f(Ω)4pibc
Z ~v(rQ)  rδ(tQ, rQ)
jrP − rQj3
( ~rQ − ~rP )(jrP j+ jrQ − rP j − jrQj)d3rQ (36)
(37)
To simplify the results, we distinguish two extreme cases. First we notice that there are terms
of the order of vc and others of the order of
L
dH
or ldH . Terms proportional to
v
c are much
smaller than the latter ones in the linear regime we are considering (Hamilton et.al. 1991);
i.e. vdHcL << 1 and
vdH
cl << 1 respectively. Therefore, we will ignore terms proportional to
v
c ,
i. e. F7, F8, and F9.
It is interesting to note that F1, F2 and F3 are positive and F4, F5 and F6 are negative. To
estimate the G(rP ) term on the right hand side of equation(26), note rst that the typical
dierences, like rQ − rP appearing in the extra terms, are of the order of l, the extent of a
cluster, which is much smaller than L. It is then easily seen that the terms F3, F4, and F5
are lL -times of the F1, F2, and F6. Therefore, we can ignore them at this level of estimation.










Therefore the relative correction to the peculiar velocity calculated within the context of







Now, take L = 100Mpc and H = 100h. Therfore, for a typical galaxy cluster the corretion is
about 5h percent.
Taking the divergence of the eqaution(26) we obtain a relation between the observed density
contrast and the density contrast calculated from the peculiar velocity:
δpc(rP , tP ) = δobs(rP , tP )− 4pib
H0f(Ω)
r G(rP ). (40)
An extensive discussion of this density contrast, the calculation of the corresponding power
spectrum, and comparison to the observed values will be published in a later note.
4 SUMMARY
Any observation in cosmology is carried along the light cone and not on a space-like slice
dened by a denite time, the observer time. However the dierence between the two pro-
cedures are usually ignorable, which leads to the usuall ignorance of the light cone and the
nite signal velocity. At cosmological distances this dierence can leads however to observ-
able eects.
Here we have calculated the peculiar velocity - density contrast relation in a cluster of galaxy
taking into acount the nite signal velocity. The result diers from the familiar Newtonian
relation through a lengthly term which can however be estimated for a typical cluster. The
estimation depends on the extend of the cluster, but it seems that the minimum amount
to be expected. Therefore this eect may partially compensate the discrepancy seen in the
processing of the observational IRAS data, see e.g.(Alan Dressler 1991).
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Figure 1: Our past light cone crosses the world-lines of galaxies G1 and Q2 at P and Q
respectively. The event R, on the intersection of the world line of G2 and the past light cone
ofP , gives the moment at which G2 acts on G1 being eective at P .
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